THEMATIC COMPILATION OF RELEVANT INFORMATION SUBMITTED BY ROMANIA

ARTICLE 13 UNCAC

PUBLICATION AND DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION ON CORRUPTION

ROMANIA (SEVENTH MEETING)

C. The Anti-corruption General Directorate (DGA) informs the public opinion and addresses the citizens with regards to the corruption cases instrumented and the results obtained via INTERNET, by posting relevant data on the institution’s web page www.mai-dga.ro, or by using social-media instruments (Facebook, twitter, YouTube etc.).

DGA also uses online instruments to inform the citizens on anti-corruption legal provisions and legislation, on the channels to be used for reporting on corrupt practices, on the contacts of DGA’s central and territorial units. Also, relevant documents and resources are available on line (such as studies, annual evaluations, assessments, strategies and policies).

DGA elaborated and disseminated the Information Guide for citizens in relation to the structures of the Ministry of Internal Affairs (in 6000 copies) addressed to the public, which comprises useful information for the citizens in relation with the structures of the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MoIA). The Informing Guide for citizens in relation to the structures of the Ministry of Internal Affairs teaches the citizens how to obtain certain documents (such as ID cards, driving licenses, criminal records, passports) or certificates while avoiding corruption and abuse. This Guide also promotes DGA’s anti-corruption green line – 0800.806.806, where citizens may report on corruption cases. The Guide is also available on line, in Romanian and English.

DGA renewed the Agreement to the New National Action Plan on the Open Government Partnership, thus assuming the responsibility to post, both on DGA’s and the Government’s (ogp.gov.ro) web sites, certain sets of open data.